
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ready for Hungaroring 
48 drivers registered for the Hungarian F4 and Formula Regional weekend 

 
Rome, 3rd July 2019 – It’s all ready for Hungary. The Hungaroring track will be the arena of the 
third appointment of the Italian Formula 4 Championship powered by Abarth and Formula 
Regional European Championship certified by FIA . The two championships keep going together 
to facilitate the logistics of the many teams involved in both series. Some new entries, with the 
debut of the rookie Nico Göhler (BWT Mucke Motorsport) in the Italian F4 Championship 
powered by Abarth and the entrance of the team Technorace A.S.D. with the driver Tom 
Beckhäuser in the Formula Regional European Championship certified by FIA.  
 
Almost 50 drivers will battle on the Hungarian hot track for the two series. Prema Powerteam 
is now heading the standings of the two championships and have to defend his position. The 
team’s supremacy in F4 is constantly challenged by Van Amersfoort Racing, who will 
aggressively compete in a four versus four in Mogyoród (Petecof, Famularo, Rasmussen and 
Aron the Prema drivers, while Van Amersfoort will race with Cohen, Alecco Roy, Hauger and 
Krutten). In Formula Regional, Prema gained a more comfortable leading on the team 
positioned second (DR Formula), but they can’t slow down since the series is still far from its 
end. Much interest also for the “internal battle” for top positions between Vesti and his 
teammate Fittipaldi, but the drivers standing is still rich with emotions due to the great 
performance by David Schumacher (US Racing) in the last racing weekend and the growing 
confidence of Sophia Floersch (Van Amersfoort Racing). 
A weekend that can change the balances of both series, with an eye kept on the fastest drivers 
of the mid-June collective tests at Hungaroring and on the new arrivals. 
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